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The Department of Sports, Arts and Culture have partnered with Fashion Engagementec on the Berlin November Fashion Focus to
equip Eastern Cape designers with skills and mentorship. The Fashion Focus aims to enable and provide emerging fashion designers
the possibility to create collaborations amongst themselves, increase market access and to strengthen their profiles locally.
This year, South Africa marks 25 years of democracy hence the theme “Celebrating 25 Years of Democracy”. On the international
stage, the 2019 South African Commemorative calendar coincides with the United Nations (UN) General Assembly’s Proclamation that
the 2019 is the International Year on Indigenous Languages. This is apt as the Berlin November Fashion Focus celebrates traditional
and indigenous fashion and prides itself on promoting traditionally inspired clothes as a sense of cultural identity.
South Africa has a thriving colorful, diverse cultural and creative industries, fashion is one of the fastest growing industries despite the
textile challenges the country is facing. The Eastern Cape is home of the iconic and brilliantly patterned Shweshwe fabric as the Da
Gama Textile Mill is based here and the fabric is made from cotton grown locally in the Eastern Cape.
It is the Department of Sports, Arts and Culture’s mandate to develop, preserve, protect and promote the arts, culture and heritage
sectors. This fashion platform provides that opportunity for designers as a premise to developing local markets while harnessing their
talents.
Through additional support from the Eastern Cape Development Corporation 9ESDC), CSIR –Technology Station, Provincial
Department of Sports Arts and Culture and the Eastern Cape Provincial Arts and Culture Council (ECPAC), this platform created by
the Berlin November Fashion Focus Programme will strengthen dialogues on how to nurture SMMEs and business development. The
Department is certain that this gathering is a catalyst to inspire greater collaborations between stakeholders and the development
of the local economy.
The Department wishes the Berlin Fashion Focus a successful program.
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chairman’s letter
Welcome to the Berlin November 2019
Over the past 5 years, we have curated an event that has become a
brand the people of Eastern Cape can be proud of. Since its inception
the Berlin November had a positive economic impact for the province- it
is becoming more refined over the years. Eastern Cape Parks & Tourism
Agency has declared it the signature event of the province.
The event has grown to benefit a lot of companies and service providers
in terms of employment creation, especially in Berlin. People travel from
all around the country for the event and it benefits the local business
in terms of hospitality accommodation, car hire, restaurants and nightlife. There are a whole lot of other beneficiaries especially in the creative
sector such as fashion, craft, music, dancers and more.
The Berlin November like any race day is a fashion platform. It is about
opulence, extravagance and star-spotting. There is great anticipation
in any occasion where you can dress up to the nines. The horse races
are special because they aren’t populist—they are for everybody, they
are one of the most incredible feel-good events on the planet and,
admirably, most racegoers put so much energy and effort into looking
their best.
Once again in this year’s event, spectacular racewear will be in the
imagination of everybody who dresses up to go to the Berlin November.
Whether they end up looking spectacular is irrelevant in their minds, they
are spectacular. Racegoers plan their outfits for months, and it is also the
preparation of attending the races that, like most extraordinary events,
makes it so fantastic.
E A ST E R N C A P E FA S H I O N F O C U S

Luthando Bara

The Berlin November is set to be different from the other major race
meetings around the country-the Eastern Cape does it more exuberantly.
Everyone is set to enjoy themselves, the quality of racing is incredible, the
horses are exquisite, and as a sporting and fashion spectacle, it is the
best of traditional horseracing.
To achieve this fashion treatment led by Fashion Engagement EC is
guided to achieve the harmony required that will make the sixth Berlin
November different because of it is steeped on our heritage and culture
- fashion is central to this vision.
The Berlin November fashion team takes full charge of the fashion and
style standard of the event. The aim is to position the event fashion as a
distinctive signature of all racewear in the country. We use this platform
to inspire and empower local designers.
We hope you all enjoy the Berlin November weekend with us.

Art, Fashion, Living and
Life Style
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PUBLISHER’S
NOTE
by Sibusisiwe Nodada

It’s been said that to become successful, a creative entrepreneur
must understand and apply the arts together with technology
and business skills, because, both creative and commercial talents
are required to succeed in a creative industry. Other requirements
listed are curiosity, imagination, confidence, courage, interpersonal
and networking skills, design sense, emotional intelligence and
flexibility.
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Eastern Cape Fashion Focus since 2015 has been the
catalyst together with Berlin November Traditional Horse Racing
to hone talent in the textile and fashion industry. The programme
is aimed at producing a world-class fashion show nurturing SMME
development and job creation.

The show and the installations relate to design history
with textile technology, production forms, sustainability
and the lifestyle of the Eastern Cape people. Each year a
theme is developed for both the designers and the
audience to indulge their personal style and flair in.
However, for designers it must go further than that, they
should be able to authentically break down the theme
into a brief that produces a collection. The Fashion
Focus is growing from strength to strength and is fast
becoming a recognisable brand that is sought after by
every designer in the province.
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craftshop
The Eastern Cape Craft Collection, started in 2016, supports and
promotes local Eastern Cape crafters and designers. The Eastern Cape
Craft Collection is a marketing platform set-up to assist Eastern Cape
crafters and designers develop their small businesses into sustainable
and thriving businesses. The initiative is funded and supported by the
Eastern Cape Development Corporation and the Department of Small
Business Development.
The Eastern Cape Craft Collection is situated in the Nahoon shopping
centre in Old Transkei Road Nahoon. The shop showcases and sells a
curated selection of high-quality Eastern Cape craft products, lifestyle
products and local fashion items. The fashion items include traditional garments, contemporary African garments as well as jewellery, and
accessories like bags, hats, scarves, gloves, shoes, belts.

E A ST E R N C A P E FA S H I O N F O C U S

The Eastern Cape Craft Collection currently supports 140 craft and
design enterprises across the province, of which some 35 are in fashion
and apparel production. The fashion products at our shop are generally
in high demand, with regular monthly sales. The products range from
beautifully designed and beaded traditional garments to unique
contemporary African designs.

Some of our top selling traditional garments are made by
Mthatha based Sithembeni Women’s Co-op, the East London
based Iza Crafts and Blossom Crafters to name a few. Our most
popular contemporary pieces are designed and produced by Port
Elizabeth designers Zikhona Mkiva and Ava-Mari Nqai’s. Designers
like Lulama Maka from Mt. Ayliff, and Viwe Ndwanda’s ranges are
always in demand.
We invite new and upcoming Eastern Cape based fashion
designers to make use of this marketing platform. Please contact
me for information.
Article By Marika Jacobs
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directors
Sibusisiwe Nodada and Thabo Labase

the idea
To award excellence in the provincial fashion industry
Create national and international links between designers
and various fashion weeks
Create and strengthen complementary and suplementary
businesses related to fashion industry
Raise the profile of the Eastern fashion and textile industry
both locally and internationally
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overview
The South African Fashion Industry is significantly growing but in a way that is quite often not inclusive and
sustainable at-least not to all Provinces. The programme seeks to correct the inequality in which the resources
are distributed or shared by the assisting government within Provinces. It is our responsibility as Eastern Cape
‘Creatives’ in Fashion/Clothing and Textiles to regroup unite and have one voice with the same purpose that
could be heard. The voice will address the common challenges among emerging and established designers
within the Eastern Cape.
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objectives
The primary objectives of The Fashion Focus are to:
- Empower Eastern Cape Fashion designers while simultaneously using fashion to preserve and promote tourism and
culture in a uniquely South African way. We aim to bring depth, definition and clarity to Eastern Cape inspired fashion.
- Create a platform that will educate, empower, stimulate creativity and sustainability for all participants.
- Create networks and a pool of skilled designers to develop the event as an annual event for the Province as well
as promoting the importance and significance of creative arts for economic advancement and empowerment while
encouraging them to play an active and meaningful role to the Eastern Cape and the broader South Africa.
- Inform, educate and enhance understanding of the public that fashion is business that can contribute to the gross
domestic product of the Eastern Cape Economy.
- Promote and evolve our clothing heritage in the Eastern Cape whilst contributing to domestic and rural tourism
initiatives and further enhance a proudly Eastern Cape fashion style on local and international platforms.
- Mobilise and engage critical stakeholders and role players regarding their participation and ensuring that the
objectives outlined here are realised jointly as a product of the Eastern Cape Province.
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Sustainability in
Fashion
Sustainable fashion concerns more than addressing fashion, textiles or products. It comprises of addressing the
whole systems of Fashion, This means dealing with interdependent social., cultural, ecological and financials
systems.
Our advice for emerging designers really is to form a support group of people who believe in what they
do. Fashion is an extremely competitive and expensive business. The understandings of building valuable
relationships, based on trust, good design, as well as professionalism are essential. Egos and entitlement must
be left at the door.
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UBUZWE
BETHU
TEXTILES
NOBUZWE

A fine artist diploma graduate and an accomplished afrocentric fashion designer.currently running a niche digital textile design
company known as Buzwebethu Textile and Prints .
Buzwebethu Textile and Prints serves a growing designer clientele and has a strong desire to excel in expanding its production and
distribution line nationally and 2021 into the African export space. Buzwebethu Textile And Print has an in-house developed cultural
ambiance inspired by the Xhosa tradition line, which is intensely growing and receiving a lot of demand .
The company wants its designs to stand out amongst the offers that are in the textile digital printing market .Nobuzwe Mabona has
a strong passion for fabric and job creation. Nobuzwe can be described as an anchor of hope who wants to create opportunities in
the clothing and textile industry.
Mabona has reached an agreement with Minjiang University in China to take 15 students in the year 2020.
“I approached them earlier in the year and they liked the idea of taking in students for 6 months on a bursary basis.
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WORKSHOP / MASTER CLASS
The quality of the textile and finished garment
products determine their value in the fiercely competitive global and local markets. As a
rule of thumb, if the product passes through
the standard benchmark tests and at the same
time it is cost effective (cheap), then, sustainability of the textile and garment manufacturing of these products is enhanced compared to
products whose quality is substandard.
The product testing in the textile value add
chain involves the testing of raw materials such
as fibres, to the intermediate products such as
yarns to the final finished fabrics using internationally acceptable standard methods. As
a result of heightened consumer awareness,
product quality (and performance function and
environmental sustainability) and price are the
key determining factors in decision making by
consumers when buying a product. If at the
manufacturing level, plant managers are oblivious to the new testing requirements, it can negatively impact the company competitiveness
and livelihoods of its workers.
About the CSIR Textile Laboratory
The textile testing facility at the CSIR Port
Elizabeth campus has a range of instruments
available to test/evaluate all kind of textile
materials, from the fibers to the finished fabrics
as well as undertaking the chemical analysis of
textiles. The CSIR has been serving the textile
and clothing industry segments catering for

local and international markets, for over
60 years. Many new sophisticated testing
instruments were added to an existing excellent
facility in order to complete the entire
value
chain of the textile industries, which includes
high performance nonwoven textiles and
composite material property evaluation, to
keep abreast with the global trends.
Testing is carried by competent personnel with
many years experience in product evaluation
and technical problem solving. This testing is
done as per ASTM, ISO, AATCC, SABS, SANS,
DIN, BS and Oeko-Tex standards. Sometimes,
there are special requirements for certain
products, then the testing is done as per the
clients own benchmarking standard. To
enhance the global competitiveness of the
local manufacturing and retail sectors, the CSIR
is planning to hold a series of training workshops
to impart technical knowledge on various testing methods available to company managers
and technical staff.
About the training – Theory only
This training programme will aim to improve the
trainees understanding and enhance their skill
in the testing manufacturing process.
Course Outline:
INTRODUCTION TO TESTING
FABRICS AND CLOTHING

OF

TEXTILE

1. Colour fastness testing
•
Introduction
•
Major Factors Affecting the Colour,
Fastness during Wear/Use and Cleaning of a
Textile Article:
o
Perspiration
o
Water
o
Detergent washing
o
Hydrolysis
o
Seawater
o
Swimming pool water
o
Dry-cleaning
o
Light
o
Rubbing.
•
Colour matching cabinet and assessments of colour change and staining
2. Introduction to physical testing
•
Dimensional stability
•
Tensile strength
•
Fabric slippage
•
Pilling
•
Abrasion resistance
•
Mass per square metre
3. List of other physical and other tests for
textiles, apparel, homeware, etc.
Contact person:
Enn Fortuin
Email: EFortuin@csir.co.za
Tel: +27 41 508 3200
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Xolelwa Majiza
General Manager: Trade, Industry and Sector Development
It is the vision of the City to see BCMM designers grow and able to compete
and participate in big platforms where they showcase their talent. They have
potential and capacity to grow only if we create an environment that recognizes
such. Our plan is to have a programme that will support them at different levels
and categories. We are busy now with the database of all designers from the City
and that will assist in developing capacity building programmes tailor made for their
needs. Obviously this programme will be a joint programme with other stakeholders. It is also our aim to establish an incubation hub where all designers will share
space and be supported and nurtured on how to grow their businesses. Through
the partnership we have with ECDC some of the designers have participated and
showcased in exhibition within the Country and outside.
E A ST E R N C A P E FA S H I O N F O C U S

Branch Manager
Mr. Duma Maqhubela
The Seda Amathole & BCMM Branch is responsible for the Amathole District Municipality and Buffalo City Metropolitan
Municipality geographic areas. Seda has been involved with businesses in the creative space over the years.
Through our suite of business development products and services, we have assisted clients in the creative space with
domestic and international showcase interventions.
Trade fairs and exhibitions are one of the ways with which we are able to assist clients with access to markets and create
potential business linkages for their products.
Through different approaches and tailor made solutions, we have exposed clients to art galleries done by our very own
clients hosting high standard quality work in exposing creative work and partnered with stakeholders in delivering quality
services to our clients.
We have assisted a number of clients in our district with exposure in the following international and local platforms:
•
•
•
•
•

The National Arts Festival
New York Now
Makhanda Arts Festival
Turin Fashion Week
Source Africa Fashion Week  (Ethiopia)

All of our interventions are tailor made to respond to client needs that will enhance their businesses with a view to improve
on their revenue generation and ultimately, profitability.
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Gugu Peteni, matriculated at Pearson High School in 2013,
and went on to study fashion and Textile design at the
Nelson Mandela University, where she graduated Cum
Laude with her honours in 2017. She is currently the in-house
designer at Mohair SA and creative director of her own
brand GUGU.

Gugu
Peteni
E A ST E R N C A P E FA S H I O N F O C U S

Upon completing her studies she was selected as one of
the top 40 South African emerging creative’s class of 2018,
for design Indaba, where she showcased her collection
‘Golden State of Mind’. Design Indaba proved to be a
success as she was selected as one of the top 25 young
creatives in South Africa to watch out for. Soon after, she
was selected as one of the 12 contestants on the first
season of Project Runway South Africa, where she was the
youngest to compete.
Her brand GUGU draws inspiration from her surroundings,
aims to redefine the African Narrative within the global
fashion scene, and is conceptualized from her own personal experiences, questions and thoughts.
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ATHENKOSI, a contemporary clothing brand
founded by Athenkosi Mgudlwa, a Walter Sisulu
University of Technology alumnus.

Athenkosi
Mgudlwa
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Athenkosi shouts out to high end dressers who
appreciate unique detail orientated pieces by exploring modernity and innovative
techniques as a way of preserving traditional
African aesthetics. He fuses classic silhouettes
with polished modern lines, while cherishing the
beauty of a simple line, a gentle touch and a
perfect balance of beautiful textural fabrications, lux yet wearable looks have become a
signature for his brand.

“Exploring

modernity and innovative

techniques

as a way of preserving traditional

African aesthetics”
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Zipho Rapiya is a 29 year old designer from Queenstown, Eatsern
Cape, who specialises in fashion and textile design.
She holds a Textile Design and Technology diploma from NMMU and
Retail Buying from UNISA. After graduating she worked as a freelance facilitator for Swallows Foundation SA, where they worked
in the Rural Eastern Cape doing skills development in sewing,
weaving, beadwork and etc.

Zipho
Rapiya
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She is the director and founder of her company Beautiful Enlightenment (BE). Zipho has been trying to get her brand on the map with
a few events she has done with other entrepreneurs. In 2016 she and
two other textile designers had a fashion exhibition in Port Elizabeth
called COLOUR BLIND and 2018, an art exhibition called KOMANI
ARTS EXHIBITION (KAE) and recently she had collaborated with a
local entrepreneur and brought the first fashion show to be held in
a shopping centre in Queenstown, this fashion show was called BE
KOMONEY FASHION SHOW.
Zipho Rapiya is driven and determined to make her brand and
business a success.

“Driven & determined

to make my brand and

business a success.”
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I have always had a deep passion for creating
beautiful things. I love colour and textures on
Fabric.

Thanee
botha
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I eventually fulfilled my dream of studying design
at Walter Sisulu University in 2011 and graduated Cum Laude and absorbed everything I could
while I was there. This has become my full time
career and whenever I can showcase my passion
I jump at the chance.
I have refined my talent along my journey and
enjoy fabric design. This is carried through
to beautiful day and evening ladies dresses,
children’s wear, and children’s room décor. I enjoy
screen printing and creating eye catching unique
fabric prints. Another technique I like to use to
manipulate fabric is dying and reverse dying to
create the ombre effect which can be used in
such diverse bespoke designs.

“I have always had a

deep passion

for creating

beautiful things”
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From the earliest age in my life, the age of
dolls, I used to cut off my father’s socks to
create garments for my little dolls.
Cutting and sewing in unique and unseen
stylish ways that kept my dolls hippy among
other kids’ play toys. That is obviously over
twenty or more years ago. A journey that
began purely out of passion and precision
with a touch of simplicity from a very young
and untapped mind with a huge unheard of
kind of an imagination. My parents support
on what only seemed as a strange hobby
back then can never be overstated.

Lelethu
Tyete
E A ST E R N C A P E FA S H I O N F O C U S

These two holly creatures supported my
passion as if they were supernaturally told
that this is who I am meant to be_a Fashion
designer.
From buying me a sewing machine,
material, to sending me to design schools
and ultimately to Walter Sisulu University of
Technology, all the while holding my hand
with great confidence and guarantee in me
and my inevitable success in the creative
industry.

“A journey that

began purely out of

passion &
precision”
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Noloyiso
Lubelwana
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My name is Noloyiso Lubelwana Mngonyama from
the SCRIPTURES BRAND. I come from Mount
Ayliff, from the Alfred Nzo District, the only District
with such intense diversity. We have AmaXhosa,
AmaMpondo,AmaXesibe, AmaHlubi and
AbeSotho.
As a Creative I am fascinated by Our culture
and this is clearly evident in my Designs. I am
inspired by our Landscape, the Mountains and
the Waterfalls,that Brown yet Golden Soil. In my
Designs I always keep my Eastern Cape DNA alive!
When I design, I have that modern
Sophisticated Traditional Lady in mind that I take
from the Office to that Special Occasion.

“I have that modern

Sophisticated

Traditional Lady”
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The name “Msaba” was derived from my late
mother’s name Nosabatha which means “ The day
of Sabbath”. I felt the need to honour her as I owe
my entire existence to her. I started my brand with
nothing but a dream in 2016.

Thakazelwa
Mhlomi
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I’m a Financial Information Systems graduate
by profession but my heart has always been in
the arts, after working in the corperate world for
years I decided to resign and follow my heart. I’ve
never had any form of training or mentoring in fashion. “Everything I create comes from my mind to
my small machine and I follow my gut feeling.”
Being self-taught has been one of the
toughest journey in my life because you never
really “fit in” with the typical fashion designer
requirements mostly. It’s a struggle but I continue to
fight for my place in this industry.

“Everything

I create comes from my mind to

my small machine

and I follow my

gut feeling.”

My work has been showcased in East London Fashion Week 2016-2019, Grahamstown
Fashion Exhibition, Capetown Feshion Fest,
Uganda Fashion Expo, Steve Biko Fashion
Heritage Festival.
I recently had a front cover for Daily
Dispatch profiling my collection that was
based in the “AM I NEXT” movement.
I am grateful to everyone who has believed
in me and trusted my work. Msaba will
continue to grow from strength to strength.
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Masimzukise
Jack
E A ST E R N C A P E FA S H I O N F O C U S

I go by the Name Tase Jack, 28 years old
Ready to wear designer from Dimbaza. I
completed my fashion Diploma at Walter
Sisulu university 2014 after I graduated I
went straight to retail as a merchandiser and I was still designing and buying
for another stream of income. Working in
retail for years has influenced me to be a
Ready to Wear Designer because I saw
great market and many spheres to grow
my brand.
Earlier this year I completed my 6 month
internship with Gert Johan Coetzee and
Manufacturing and fashion techniques
course that I just completed in China with
the skills and techniques that I learnt, I
am ready to implement on my business
and start creating jobs. I have done
number of fashion shows that includes
Buyelekhaya SS17 and SS18.

“I saw great a

market
and many spheres to

grow
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I’m Phindile Makupula, born 1st November 1986 in the
Eastern Cape Township known as Mdantsane at NU 11B.
My family then moved to Cambridge West and we have
lived there since 1995. I neglected 80% of all my other
subjects and concentrated on art, From 2009 till now I
grew my Label known as 7Bob Aggressive Clothing.

Phindile
Makupula
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Now as Phindile “Pyra” Makupula of 7Bob Aggressive I can
proudly say the label has went to the the top 8 finalist
of Buyelekhaya Fashion show, I have been mentored by
David Tlale, Ephraim of Ephymol and Thula Sindi who also
gave me an internship of 1year at his studio.
7Bob Aggressive has shared the stage with the
following Fashion Moghels, Thula Sindi, David Tlale, Gert
Johan Cotzee, Laduma Ngxokolo and many others. I
have also received 2nd place award at BCM woman’s
conference in 2019.
I have also showcased at Berlin November, ECDC
fashion Expos, ELFW, BCM woman’s conference, LGBTI
events and Buyelekhaya fashion show.

“I turn 80%

of what I do

into my art”
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Monarchy Couture brand constructs pure
elegance, extravagance and art incorporated
in construction.
The brand was established in 2004 with
intentions to explore different concepts for
all styles. Monarchy Couture by Archibald
Monyepao is aiming at assist most to realize
the importance of appearance, providing good
quality products that stands the test of time,
style and season.

Archibald
Monyepao
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This exploratory experiments are approached
with techniques that are sophisticated,
using significant construction systems and
introducing advance style for Both Males and
Females.
Archibald
Likes
discovering
conceptual
design concepts that are relatable and infused
with unusual intricate finishing. The controlled
fit of the produced garments are made from
his professional experience and dynamic pattern engineering skill. His unusual method are
recreated from popular traditional methods
which are exceptionally contemporary.

Quality workmanship and careful attention to detail.
These principles, along with a desire to employ individuals who take great pride in their work, are becoming the foundation of the Athenkosi philosophy. I see
myself working closely with artisans and local crafters
across South Africa in the next five years. I aim to
educate and employ small scale manufacturers / producers, enabling the growth of sustainable businesses.
I will make great use of fashion marketing platforms
to promote the brand , to gain distribution channels,
stockists around the continent and to get feedback from
prospective / new clients. Athenkosi is devoted to promoting a positive image of Africa and creating meaningful change on the continent by involving as many
parts of the expending fashion eco-system as possible.
I want to establish a Pan -African brand in the
next 10 years. That will not only focus solely on my
clothing but introduce other emerging and established
local designers to an international market/ clientele
and distribution channels. Small businesses get more
customers and are able to grow and create employment for locals. This stimulates further economic
activity in local communities and more businesses
are created. Athenkosi will be committed to offering
quality, value and accessibility to our consumers in
an effort to address evolving lifestyle needs. Currently
working on made-to-order basis, the spring summer
2019 ready to wear line will soon be available on the
Eastern Cape Fashion and Design Council online store
www.ecfdc.org.za

“Unusual

methods are

recreated from popular

traditional methods.”
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The Fashion Engagment Team

would like to thank everyone who contributed
into bringing this event to life and a success.

Thank You
Sibamba ngazo zozibini
Umntu Ngumntu Ngabantu

Nangamso
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